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Critical Thinking Definition 

I like to keep things simple. My favorite definition is 
by John Dewey, American Philosopher and 
Education Reformer. 
 

“The essence of critical thinking 
is suspended judgment.”  
 

 
 





Crisis in Critical Thinking 

• Academically Adrift (2011) 
• Small to nonexistent gains in 

– Critical thinking  
– Complex reasoning  
– Writing skills 

• Over ENTIRE College experience! 
• A real eye opener!  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
They found that in order to see gains in critical thinking and writing, it is necessary for a course to assign at least 20 pages of written assignments during class. 



Hit a Wall About 4 Years Ago 

• Over the years numerous innovations 
• Students got math part, not “statistics” part 
• Asked to apply knowledge - relatively clueless 
• Texts more biz examples, students no biz context 
•  Needed to change things  

– Developed Statistics as Evidence (SAE) 
– Got rid of textbook 

 
 
 



Statistics as Evidence (SAE) 
• 10 homework assignments centered around  

different key statistical concepts 
• Consist of series of prompts and reading 

materials that need to be analyzed 
• Deliverable – a 500 word written analysis 

ready to discuss in class 
• Must visit the Writing Center 



Student Learning Approach 







Quasi-Socratic 



Key Statistical Concepts 
(Or my entire course!) 

• Who ya gonna trust? 
• Truth and statistics 
• Information is beautiful 
• Data detecting 
• Living in an uncertain world 
• Data Catches the (Google) Flu 
• Polls and punditry 
• Correlation and causation 
• Prediction Babble 



Who ya gonna trust? 
There are Three Kinds of Lies - 
Lies, 
Damn Lies, 
and Statistics 
 
 
Variously attributed to  
Prime Minister Benjamin Disraeli and Mark Twain 



Why are Statistics “Lies?” 
• Advocacy - 1st SAE  NRA vs Brady 

– In debate we try to “win” not find the truth 
• Definition - Unemployment rate - BLS 

– Only those actively seeking work 
• Context - Stand alone numbers useless 

– Is the August rate of 6.1% good or bad?  
– http://www.bls.gov 

• Cherry picking – Selective choice of data 
– Climate change skeptic – cooling last 15 years 

http://www.bls.gov


Climate Skeptic 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://tamino.wordpress.com/2013/03/04/cherry-picking-is-childs-play/Problem: That trend line suggesting “the last 15 years have seen a cooling in the United States” isn’t statistically significant. Not even close.



Climate Cherry Picking 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://tamino.wordpress.com/2013/03/04/cherry-picking-is-childs-play/Here’s all the data from the National Climate Data Center (the source for Coleman’s graph), together with Coleman’s trend line in blue, and dashed lines showing the time span chosen  



 

Truth and Statistics 

Deduction 

Induction 

deduction induction deduction induction 

Data (facts, phenomena) 

Hypothesis  (conjecture, model, theory) 

FIGURE 1.1.  The iterative learning process.  

... ... 





Smoking and Lung Cancer 
• Lung cancer: Once a very rare disease  
• WW I: Free cigarettes to improve “morale” 
• Surgeons: Heavy smokers = higher cancer rate 
• Research Studies: 

– Retrospective - looking back from cancer patients 
– Prospective - following patients forward with controls 
– Laboratory – carcinogens effect on mice, rabbits, etc 

• 1960: only 1/3 MDs  thought smoking causal 
• Surgeon General 1964: Based on 7,000 articles 

– Smoking CAUSES lung cancer  
 





Is Red Wine Good for your Heart? 
• Evidence is mixed  

– Antioxidants may protect blood vessels 
• Any alcohol in moderation may be heart healthy 

– Raises HDL “good” cholesterol? 
– Reduce LDL “bad” cholesterol? 
– Reduces blood clots, prevents artery damage?  

• Doctors hesitant to encourage drinking 
– High blood pressure, liver damage, obesity, cancer 

• Red wine only helpful if combined w/ exercise? 
• No causality - jury is still out!  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mayo Clinic http://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/heart-disease/in-depth/red-wine/art-20048281



Information is Beautiful 
• Pie graphs are now classified as the worst graph!  
• Visualization is new trend – Wind Map, Science 
• http://hint.fm/wind/ 
• http://tabletopwhale.com  
• Infographics are the rage – Caffeine, Rape 
• http://www.informationisbeautiful.net/visualizatio

ns/caffeine-and-calories/ 
• http://www.informationisbeautiful.net/visualizatio

ns/rape-a-lack-of-conviction/ 
 
 
 

http://hint.fm/wind/
http://tabletopwhale.com
http://www.informationisbeautiful.net/visualizations/caffeine-and-calories/
http://www.informationisbeautiful.net/visualizations/caffeine-and-calories/
http://www.informationisbeautiful.net/visualizations/rape-a-lack-of-conviction/
http://www.informationisbeautiful.net/visualizations/rape-a-lack-of-conviction/




Data Detecting 
“Always approach a case with an absolutely blank 
mind. Form no theories, just simply observe and 
draw inferences from your observations.” 
 

“It is a capital mistake to theorize before one has 
data. Insensibly one begins to twist facts to suit 
theories, instead of theories to facts.” 
 

“There is nothing more deceptive than an obvious 
fact.” 
 

“Data! Data! Data! I can’t make bricks without 
clay.” 
 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://news.thomasnet.com/IMT/2010/10/26/experts-corner-sherlock-holmes-problem-solving-formula-gregg-young-excerpt/http://www.sherlockholmesquotes.com



The Median is not the Message 

• Stephan Jay Gould – Mesothelioma 
–  Rare and serious cancer 

• Doctor discouraged him from doing research   
– Median survival was only 8 months & “incurable”  

• Meaning – only 8 months to live? No! (Obvious 
fact?) 
– Survival varies according to many different factors 

including whether you have a positive attitude or not 
– Data distribution had a long right tail – why not him? 

• Ended up living 20 years longer 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://cancerguide.org/median_not_msg.htmlGould was a Harvard Evolutionary Biologist 



Survival Curve – Right Tail 



Takeaways  

“The truth is in the variation. Means and 
medians are the abstraction.” 
Stephen Jay Gould (Harvard Evolutionary Biologist) 
 

“Statistics outline probabilities – they can’t 
limit possibilities.” 
Steve Dunn (Patient and Author of Cancer Guide) 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://cancerguide.org/whystatsmatter.html The Median is not the Message – Stephen Jay Gouldhttp://cancerguide.org/median_not_msg.html Why Statistics Matter - Steve Dunn



Living in an Uncertain World 
• Humans not good at risk/probabilistic thinking   
• Need to be trained to think probabilistically 
• Much of our risk perception is based on our 

emotional system - not our rational system 
• Common Risk Perception Problems 

– Less afraid of natural – cell phones vs sun 
– Less afraid when choose – smoking 
– 9/11 personalized what had been abstract 

• Night of the Grizzlies 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Forecasting Example: I worked at AT&T and we were in charge of forecasting housing starts – a very influential variable in the land line days. We put together a forecast that took into account a housing bubble in Texas which we knew was unsustainable, but there was a probabilistic aspect we included. When it was sent up the chain of command it was returned to us with the “correct” forecast which not surprisingly continued the unsustainable housing starts well into the future. 

















CORRELATION OR 
CAUSATION 







Does Diet Soda Cause Obesity? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Gain Weight by “Going Diet?” Artificial sweeteners and the neurobiology of Sugar Cravings,” Qing Yang, Neuroscience, Yale Journal of Biology and Medicine, Jun 2010; 83(2): 101–108Figure 1 Time line of artificial sweetener use and obesity trends in the United States. Blue line: changes in the percentage of the population who are obese (BMI >30) from 1961 to 2006. Source: National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey [57]. Orange line: changes in the percentage of the population who are regular artificial sweetener users from 1965 to 2004. Source: National Household Survey [2]. Purple line: changes in the number of new artificial sweetener containing food products introduced to the American market from 1999 to 2004. Source: Mintel Market Analysis [14]. Bars below the time axis indicates the type and availability of artificial sweeteners in the United States over time. Source: Kroger et al [9].



Extra Credit Fun 
• One minute video depicting Statistics as Evidence 
• Had over 40 different statistical ads 
• Ferristician Films Present 
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QcFIXgpP-ck 
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dWGgV0WqccQ 
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a1ql3HP3-kY 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QcFIXgpP-ck
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QcFIXgpP-ck
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dWGgV0WqccQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a1ql3HP3-kY


 Student Comment 
 
 

“Probably my favorite aspects were the relevance of the  
SAE assignments to events occurring in the world around us.”  
 
 
“You were also able to not just give us feedback, but critical 
feedback, that made us examine our own preconceived 
notions, challenging what we thought we knew.” 



Caveat Lector  

Let the Reader Be(ar)ware 
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